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this series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum in this resource you ll find four units of study for each grade level
that fit tongue in groove alongside each other each accounting for about five weeks of
teaching each new unit in the sequence helps students consolidate use and build upon what
they have already learned each of the four units offers a sequenced set of daily sessions that
invite students along a path of writing development in one of three genres narrative
information or explanation and opinion or argument writing this is unit 4 of the series is
intended for grade k children have voices that need to be heard and ideas that need to be
understood building on this premise sarah describes why you should try a persuasive writing
unit of study describes two units of study for the primary classroom and lists tips and ideas
for helping students get their persuasive writing out into the world a quick guide to teaching
persuasive writing is part of the workshop help desk series about the workshop help desk
series the workshop help desk series is designed for teachers who believe in workshop
teaching and who have already rolled up their sleeves enough to have encountered the
predictable challenges if you ve struggled to get around quickly enough to help all your
writers if you ve wondered how to tweak your teaching to make it more effective and lasting
if you ve needed to adapt your teaching for english learners if you ve struggled to teach
grammar or nonfiction writing or test prep if you ve faced these and other specific pressing
challenges then this series is for you provided in a compact 5 x 7 format the workshop help
desk series offers pocket sized professional development for a comprehensive overview of
the units of study in opinion argument information and narrative series including sample
minilessons sample videos videos frequently asked questions and more visit unitsofstudy
com developed from powerful techniques consistently proven in the world of multi million
pound commercial bid writing persuasive writing reveals the most efficient and effective
ways to make your words work time after time discover how to transform any document into
something truly compelling and persuasive understand what your reader really wants to hear
and use this to get what you want combine logic and emotion to convince even the most
sceptical reader whether you re writing for business or for pleasure the longest document or
the shortest email with these and many more proven techniques persuasive writing will
ensure every word works for you this book can be used as a supplementary teaching
resource by teachers or as a self study reference by students the book helps those who want
to develop persuasive essay writing skills demonstrating sound persuasive writing skills is a
key component of most academic qualifications and english language tests this book
contains an overview of the process of persuasive writing ten sample essays supplemented
with a glossary a list of express yourself questions related to the essay topics for free writing
or discussion purposes a list of essay topics for writing practice and with writing to persuade
you ll introduce students to real world genres such as letters editorials and advertisements
caine even gives teachers advice and specific lessons on persuasive writing for standardized
tests better yet she saves you hours of prep time by including examples of high quality
persuasive writing from students as well as real life examples culled from national sources
that are ready to hand out during your lessons book jacket writing 4 consists of 4 worktexts
and 4 teacher s notes designed for writing practice with incremental teaching methods basic
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grammar review pages and real world themes like other titles in this exciting series this book
uses clear language text examples and graphic organizers to help young writers explore
several different types of personal writing suggested exercises help students find their
authors voice and gather ideas as they decide which type of personal writing is most
expressive to them traditional writing techniques are offered along with suggestions on how
to deconstruct writing and reorganize it by changing the chronology of the story stretching
the moment of climax or using literary devices to build interest learning how to write to
persuade and argue is an essential writing skill needed to write articles and letters required
throughout the school curriculum young writers will be taught to develop their points of view
in order to convince their target audience to believe in something whether it is an exotic
holiday destination or signing a petition what s more they will be taught how to make a point
and provide evidence and comments to support their argument they will learn to write a
balanced argument build up a counter argument and knock it down they will be shown how
to use literary techniques in their writing more than this the book contains a lively collection
of writings for older children and teenagers discursive topics on topical issues poems and a
play script inspired by the work of children their purpose to provide starting points to help
your child write learning persuasive writing and argument is ideal for home study and will
reinforce the work done in school it is a companion to the other books in our series creative
story writing and information writing by working methodically through this book the student
will grow in confidence and learn to enjoy writing please note this is the us edition lucy
calkins knows one of the most powerful ways to support good writers clear purposeful writing
conferences instruction in this series is organized around four grade specific units of study at
each level and a book of if then curricular plans the four units of study at each grade level
are organized around opinion information and narrative writing each unit of study contains 18
22 sequential sessions subdivided into three to four bends with each bend walking you step
by step through the entire writing process from planing and drafting to revising and editing
and eventually to publication the grade specific book if then curriculum assessment based
instruction supports targeted instruction and differentiation with alternative assessment
based units each includes five to eight concise units of study for you to strategically teach
before after or in between the core curriculum based on your students needs persuasion
points answers those questions for secondary teachers helping you seamlessly teach the
explicit elements of high scoring persuasive essays which are so important for end of course
writing examinations state assessments advanced courses and national college entrance
tests these 82 ready to go strategic exercises save you time and make writing instruction
easy to incorporate in your instructional hour author brian backman includes writing
exercises for students with teacher notes and reference sheets tools to help students
practice drafting revising and editing their essays while infusing elements of style practice
essays for students to score against a rubric and skill sharpening games and activities for the
whole class questions for close reading a glossary of terms and 101 writing prompts with
persuasion points your students will be able to tackle any persuasive writing task with
confidence this series of books is designed to help primary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum writing nonfiction is a key skill that students will need throughout
their school lives and beyond this remarkable book is designed to help teachers develop a
writing program that will enable their students to harness all of their nonfiction writing
powers to describe to instruct to compare to persuade to explain and to report it illustrates
ways to encourage students to write because they have something to say and to recognize
that writing well means considering intent and purpose and choosing the best form of
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expression ideal for teaching writing in the content areas the book includes guidance on
linking writing forms to science social studies and other subject areas this series of books is
designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing curriculum
this guided workbook will develop all the skills needed for effective persuasive writing and
give students practice creating a wide range of opinion pieces the first section contains sets
of exercises and writing prompts that will develop the persuasive writing skills listed in the
louisiana student standards the second section gives students practice applying the skills by
writing a wide range of opinion pieces section 1 developing persuasive writing skills 11 sets
of exercises and writing prompts develop all the key skills required focused sets develop key
persuasive writing skills one by one sets cover introducing a topic stating an opinion
providing supporting ideas and reasons using linking words and writing conclusions each set
introduces the skill guides students to complete a task and then provides independent
practice additional warm up exercises teach key persuasive writing skills guided tasks and
planning activities teach students how to produce effective writing section 2 applying
persuasive writing skills 10 sets of writing prompts allow students to apply persuasive writing
skills each set focuses on one style or one genre of persuasive writing includes practice for
opinion essays letters and letters to the editor reviews research based essays and
promotional texts includes practice writing opinions in response to literary and informational
texts key benefits develops the persuasive writing skills described in the louisiana student
standards focusing on each skill one by one encourages strong skill development students
apply skills by writing complete texts in different styles and genres examples guided tasks
and hints guide students through the tasks planning activities help students learn the process
for creating focused well organized and effective opinion pieces helps prepare students for
persuasive writing tasks on the leap 2025 ela tests this classroom resource provides teachers
with a strong foundation in the elements of persuasive writing in the 21st century classroom
the skills and strategies required to effectively evaluate and compose opinions has never
been greater this book discusses why teaching persuasive writing is relevant and beneficial
to the target age groups and includes resources to help grades 3 5 students examine
multiple views on a topic and write their own informed effective opinions and arguments
persuasive writing provides students with an avenue to examine a topic develop informed
views express their opinions and defend their ideas with logical evidence based reasoning
this resource takes a unique approach to the topic of teaching persuasive writing with an
effective combination of tips strategies and resources with mentor texts student writing
samples rubrics lesson plans and questions to assess professional growth at the end of each
section teachers will learn why persuasive writing is so important in today s classrooms and
how to tackle the challenge of teaching it this book includes 21 persuasive writing strategies
10 lesson plans student writing samples mentor texts anchor charts this series of books is
designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing curriculum in
an increasingly demanding world of literacy it has become critical that students know how to
write effectively from the requirements of standardized tests to those of the wired workplace
the ability to write well once a luxury has become a necessity many students are leaving
school without the necessary writing practice and skills needed to compete in a complex and
fast moving information age unless we teach them how to run with it they are in danger of
being run over by a stampede a literacy stampede inteaching adolescent writers kelly
gallagher shows how students can be taught to write effectively gallagher shares a number of
classroom tested strategies that enable teachers to understand the importance of teaching
writing and how to motivate young writers show how modeling from both the teacher and
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real world texts builds young writers provide choice of what to write which helps elevate
adolescent writing and how to fit it into a rigorous curriculum help students recognize the
importance of purpose and audience assess essays in ways that drive better writing
performance infused with humor and illuminating anecdotes gallagher draws on his
classroom experiences and work as co director of a regional writing project to offer teachers
both practical ways to incorporate writing instruction into their day and compelling reasons to
do so persuasive writing and speaking is a slim volume that introduces students to the basic
fundamentals of business communication within the context of english proficiency each
chapter introduces a concept in business communication and then integrates language
exercises writing practice and speaking activities using the method of working in teams it is
hoped that this focus on team cooperation will provide students with the skills needed to
succeed in today s business world teachers in need of motivating and stimulating activities
for high intermediate to advanced students of english for business will appreciate the lively
interactive mix of exercises and activities in persuasive writing and speaking activities are
based on communicative language teaching principles and are meant to be used with groups
of students working cooperatively for maximum exposure to all four language skills of
reading writing listening and speaking in this resource you ll find four units of study for each
grade level that fit tongue in groove alongside each other each accounting for about five
weeks of teaching each new unit in the sequence helps students consolidate use and build
upon what they have already learned each of the four units offers a sequenced set of daily
sessions that invite students along a path of writing development in one of three genres
narrative information or explanation and opinion or argument writing this is unit 3 of the
series is intended for grade 1 this guided workbook will develop all the skills needed for
effective persuasive writing and give students practice creating a wide range of opinion
pieces the first section contains sets of exercises and writing prompts that will develop the
persuasive writing skills listed in the louisiana student standards the second section gives
students practice applying the skills by writing a wide range of opinion pieces section 1
developing persuasive writing skills 11 sets of exercises and writing prompts develop all the
key skills required focused sets develop key persuasive writing skills one by one sets cover
introducing a topic stating an opinion providing supporting ideas and reasons using linking
words and writing conclusions each set introduces the skill guides students to complete a
task and then provides independent practice additional warm up exercises teach key
persuasive writing skills guided tasks and planning activities teach students how to produce
effective writing section 2 applying persuasive writing skills 10 sets of writing prompts allow
students to apply persuasive writing skills each set focuses on one style or one genre of
persuasive writing includes practice for opinion essays letters and letters to the editor
reviews research based essays and promotional texts includes practice writing opinions in
response to literary and informational texts key benefits develops the persuasive writing
skills described in the louisiana student standards focusing on each skill one by one
encourages strong skill development students apply skills by writing complete texts in
different styles and genres examples guided tasks and hints guide students through the tasks
planning activities help students learn the process for creating focused well organized and
effective opinion pieces helps prepare students for persuasive writing tasks on the leap 2025
ela tests the proliferation of modern technology like e mail and text messaging stresses
speed over finesse we depend on abbreviations and shortcuts while overlooking elegant clear
communication while that s handy for an informal note what happens when we really have to
compose a persuasive business letter produce an effective report or present an idea
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creatively when the quality of our words really matters persuasive writing can help it features
a simple three step process for mastering the principles of written business communication
first define the purpose of the message second organize the necessary information third
support your opinions with solid proof the cd rom that comes with the book contains
additional tools tips and tricks so any business professional can develop an effective personal
writing style this series of books is designed to help primary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum
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Boxes and Bullets
2013

this series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum

Persuasive Writing of All Kinds
2022

in this resource you ll find four units of study for each grade level that fit tongue in groove
alongside each other each accounting for about five weeks of teaching each new unit in the
sequence helps students consolidate use and build upon what they have already learned
each of the four units offers a sequenced set of daily sessions that invite students along a
path of writing development in one of three genres narrative information or explanation and
opinion or argument writing this is unit 4 of the series is intended for grade k

What is Persuasive Writing?
2016

children have voices that need to be heard and ideas that need to be understood building on
this premise sarah describes why you should try a persuasive writing unit of study describes
two units of study for the primary classroom and lists tips and ideas for helping students get
their persuasive writing out into the world a quick guide to teaching persuasive writing is part
of the workshop help desk series about the workshop help desk series the workshop help
desk series is designed for teachers who believe in workshop teaching and who have already
rolled up their sleeves enough to have encountered the predictable challenges if you ve
struggled to get around quickly enough to help all your writers if you ve wondered how to
tweak your teaching to make it more effective and lasting if you ve needed to adapt your
teaching for english learners if you ve struggled to teach grammar or nonfiction writing or
test prep if you ve faced these and other specific pressing challenges then this series is for
you provided in a compact 5 x 7 format the workshop help desk series offers pocket sized
professional development for a comprehensive overview of the units of study in opinion
argument information and narrative series including sample minilessons sample videos
videos frequently asked questions and more visit unitsofstudy com

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

developed from powerful techniques consistently proven in the world of multi million pound
commercial bid writing persuasive writing reveals the most efficient and effective ways to
make your words work time after time discover how to transform any document into
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something truly compelling and persuasive understand what your reader really wants to hear
and use this to get what you want combine logic and emotion to convince even the most
sceptical reader whether you re writing for business or for pleasure the longest document or
the shortest email with these and many more proven techniques persuasive writing will
ensure every word works for you

A Quick Guide to Teaching Persuasive Writing, K-2
2008

this book can be used as a supplementary teaching resource by teachers or as a self study
reference by students the book helps those who want to develop persuasive essay writing
skills demonstrating sound persuasive writing skills is a key component of most academic
qualifications and english language tests this book contains an overview of the process of
persuasive writing ten sample essays supplemented with a glossary a list of express yourself
questions related to the essay topics for free writing or discussion purposes a list of essay
topics for writing practice

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

and with writing to persuade you ll introduce students to real world genres such as letters
editorials and advertisements caine even gives teachers advice and specific lessons on
persuasive writing for standardized tests better yet she saves you hours of prep time by
including examples of high quality persuasive writing from students as well as real life
examples culled from national sources that are ready to hand out during your lessons book
jacket

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

writing 4 consists of 4 worktexts and 4 teacher s notes designed for writing practice with
incremental teaching methods basic grammar review pages and real world themes

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

like other titles in this exciting series this book uses clear language text examples and
graphic organizers to help young writers explore several different types of personal writing
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suggested exercises help students find their authors voice and gather ideas as they decide
which type of personal writing is most expressive to them traditional writing techniques are
offered along with suggestions on how to deconstruct writing and reorganize it by changing
the chronology of the story stretching the moment of climax or using literary devices to build
interest

Persuasive Writing
2012-09-26

learning how to write to persuade and argue is an essential writing skill needed to write
articles and letters required throughout the school curriculum young writers will be taught to
develop their points of view in order to convince their target audience to believe in
something whether it is an exotic holiday destination or signing a petition what s more they
will be taught how to make a point and provide evidence and comments to support their
argument they will learn to write a balanced argument build up a counter argument and
knock it down they will be shown how to use literary techniques in their writing more than
this the book contains a lively collection of writings for older children and teenagers
discursive topics on topical issues poems and a play script inspired by the work of children
their purpose to provide starting points to help your child write learning persuasive writing
and argument is ideal for home study and will reinforce the work done in school it is a
companion to the other books in our series creative story writing and information writing by
working methodically through this book the student will grow in confidence and learn to enjoy
writing please note this is the us edition

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

lucy calkins knows one of the most powerful ways to support good writers clear purposeful
writing conferences

Express Yourself!
2013-02-06

instruction in this series is organized around four grade specific units of study at each level
and a book of if then curricular plans the four units of study at each grade level are organized
around opinion information and narrative writing each unit of study contains 18 22 sequential
sessions subdivided into three to four bends with each bend walking you step by step
through the entire writing process from planing and drafting to revising and editing and
eventually to publication the grade specific book if then curriculum assessment based
instruction supports targeted instruction and differentiation with alternative assessment
based units each includes five to eight concise units of study for you to strategically teach
before after or in between the core curriculum based on your students needs
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Writing to Persuade
2008

persuasion points answers those questions for secondary teachers helping you seamlessly
teach the explicit elements of high scoring persuasive essays which are so important for end
of course writing examinations state assessments advanced courses and national college
entrance tests these 82 ready to go strategic exercises save you time and make writing
instruction easy to incorporate in your instructional hour author brian backman includes
writing exercises for students with teacher notes and reference sheets tools to help students
practice drafting revising and editing their essays while infusing elements of style practice
essays for students to score against a rubric and skill sharpening games and activities for the
whole class questions for close reading a glossary of terms and 101 writing prompts with
persuasion points your students will be able to tackle any persuasive writing task with
confidence

Persuasive Writing
2005-09-01

this series of books is designed to help primary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing
curriculum

A Step-By-Step Guide to Persuasive Writing
2004-04-01

writing nonfiction is a key skill that students will need throughout their school lives and
beyond this remarkable book is designed to help teachers develop a writing program that will
enable their students to harness all of their nonfiction writing powers to describe to instruct
to compare to persuade to explain and to report it illustrates ways to encourage students to
write because they have something to say and to recognize that writing well means
considering intent and purpose and choosing the best form of expression ideal for teaching
writing in the content areas the book includes guidance on linking writing forms to science
social studies and other subject areas

Learning Persuasive Writing & Argument
2014-07

this series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum

Persuasive Writing
2010
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this guided workbook will develop all the skills needed for effective persuasive writing and
give students practice creating a wide range of opinion pieces the first section contains sets
of exercises and writing prompts that will develop the persuasive writing skills listed in the
louisiana student standards the second section gives students practice applying the skills by
writing a wide range of opinion pieces section 1 developing persuasive writing skills 11 sets
of exercises and writing prompts develop all the key skills required focused sets develop key
persuasive writing skills one by one sets cover introducing a topic stating an opinion
providing supporting ideas and reasons using linking words and writing conclusions each set
introduces the skill guides students to complete a task and then provides independent
practice additional warm up exercises teach key persuasive writing skills guided tasks and
planning activities teach students how to produce effective writing section 2 applying
persuasive writing skills 10 sets of writing prompts allow students to apply persuasive writing
skills each set focuses on one style or one genre of persuasive writing includes practice for
opinion essays letters and letters to the editor reviews research based essays and
promotional texts includes practice writing opinions in response to literary and informational
texts key benefits develops the persuasive writing skills described in the louisiana student
standards focusing on each skill one by one encourages strong skill development students
apply skills by writing complete texts in different styles and genres examples guided tasks
and hints guide students through the tasks planning activities help students learn the process
for creating focused well organized and effective opinion pieces helps prepare students for
persuasive writing tasks on the leap 2025 ela tests

The Guide to Persuasive Business Writing
2019-12-31

this classroom resource provides teachers with a strong foundation in the elements of
persuasive writing in the 21st century classroom the skills and strategies required to
effectively evaluate and compose opinions has never been greater this book discusses why
teaching persuasive writing is relevant and beneficial to the target age groups and includes
resources to help grades 3 5 students examine multiple views on a topic and write their own
informed effective opinions and arguments persuasive writing provides students with an
avenue to examine a topic develop informed views express their opinions and defend their
ideas with logical evidence based reasoning this resource takes a unique approach to the
topic of teaching persuasive writing with an effective combination of tips strategies and
resources with mentor texts student writing samples rubrics lesson plans and questions to
assess professional growth at the end of each section teachers will learn why persuasive
writing is so important in today s classrooms and how to tackle the challenge of teaching it
this book includes 21 persuasive writing strategies 10 lesson plans student writing samples
mentor texts anchor charts

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing: The research-based argument essay
2013
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this series of books is designed to help upper elementary teachers teach a rigourous
yearlong writing curriculum

Changing the World
2013

in an increasingly demanding world of literacy it has become critical that students know how
to write effectively from the requirements of standardized tests to those of the wired
workplace the ability to write well once a luxury has become a necessity many students are
leaving school without the necessary writing practice and skills needed to compete in a
complex and fast moving information age unless we teach them how to run with it they are in
danger of being run over by a stampede a literacy stampede inteaching adolescent writers
kelly gallagher shows how students can be taught to write effectively gallagher shares a
number of classroom tested strategies that enable teachers to understand the importance of
teaching writing and how to motivate young writers show how modeling from both the
teacher and real world texts builds young writers provide choice of what to write which helps
elevate adolescent writing and how to fit it into a rigorous curriculum help students recognize
the importance of purpose and audience assess essays in ways that drive better writing
performance infused with humor and illuminating anecdotes gallagher draws on his
classroom experiences and work as co director of a regional writing project to offer teachers
both practical ways to incorporate writing instruction into their day and compelling reasons to
do so

One to One
2005

persuasive writing and speaking is a slim volume that introduces students to the basic
fundamentals of business communication within the context of english proficiency each
chapter introduces a concept in business communication and then integrates language
exercises writing practice and speaking activities using the method of working in teams it is
hoped that this focus on team cooperation will provide students with the skills needed to
succeed in today s business world teachers in need of motivating and stimulating activities
for high intermediate to advanced students of english for business will appreciate the lively
interactive mix of exercises and activities in persuasive writing and speaking activities are
based on communicative language teaching principles and are meant to be used with groups
of students working cooperatively for maximum exposure to all four language skills of
reading writing listening and speaking

Persuasive Writing
1993

in this resource you ll find four units of study for each grade level that fit tongue in groove
alongside each other each accounting for about five weeks of teaching each new unit in the
sequence helps students consolidate use and build upon what they have already learned
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each of the four units offers a sequenced set of daily sessions that invite students along a
path of writing development in one of three genres narrative information or explanation and
opinion or argument writing this is unit 3 of the series is intended for grade 1

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

this guided workbook will develop all the skills needed for effective persuasive writing and
give students practice creating a wide range of opinion pieces the first section contains sets
of exercises and writing prompts that will develop the persuasive writing skills listed in the
louisiana student standards the second section gives students practice applying the skills by
writing a wide range of opinion pieces section 1 developing persuasive writing skills 11 sets
of exercises and writing prompts develop all the key skills required focused sets develop key
persuasive writing skills one by one sets cover introducing a topic stating an opinion
providing supporting ideas and reasons using linking words and writing conclusions each set
introduces the skill guides students to complete a task and then provides independent
practice additional warm up exercises teach key persuasive writing skills guided tasks and
planning activities teach students how to produce effective writing section 2 applying
persuasive writing skills 10 sets of writing prompts allow students to apply persuasive writing
skills each set focuses on one style or one genre of persuasive writing includes practice for
opinion essays letters and letters to the editor reviews research based essays and
promotional texts includes practice writing opinions in response to literary and informational
texts key benefits develops the persuasive writing skills described in the louisiana student
standards focusing on each skill one by one encourages strong skill development students
apply skills by writing complete texts in different styles and genres examples guided tasks
and hints guide students through the tasks planning activities help students learn the process
for creating focused well organized and effective opinion pieces helps prepare students for
persuasive writing tasks on the leap 2025 ela tests

How-to Books
2013

the proliferation of modern technology like e mail and text messaging stresses speed over
finesse we depend on abbreviations and shortcuts while overlooking elegant clear
communication while that s handy for an informal note what happens when we really have to
compose a persuasive business letter produce an effective report or present an idea
creatively when the quality of our words really matters persuasive writing can help it features
a simple three step process for mastering the principles of written business communication
first define the purpose of the message second organize the necessary information third
support your opinions with solid proof the cd rom that comes with the book contains
additional tools tips and tricks so any business professional can develop an effective personal
writing style
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Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

this series of books is designed to help primary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing
curriculum

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

Persuasion Points
2013

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

Persuasive Writing
1981-05-01

Nonfiction Writing Power
2014-02-17

If--then--curriculum
2013

Louisiana Test Prep Persuasive Writing Workbook
Grade 4
2017-12-06
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My View, My Voice, Levels 3-5
2018-04-02

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
Writing
2013

Teaching Adolescent Writers
2023-10-10

Persuasive Writing & Speaking
2004-01

Writing Reviews
2023

Louisiana Test Prep Persuasive Writing Workbook
Grade 3
2017-12-06

Persuasive Writing
2007

Persuasive Writing
1981

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative
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Writing
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